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Making  Audits  and  Inspections  Easy
Audits  and  Inspections  are  a  cumbersome  task  as  it  means  scrupulously   recording  di�erent  
options,  answers  and  comments.  In  lengthy  Audits  and   Inspections,  there  always  is  a  chance  of  
missing  something  important  and   going  back.  

Paper  and  MS  Excel  based  systems  provide  simple  processes  but  they  all   require  laborious  and  
fairly  involved  exercise  to  collate  results.  

Even  when  all  is  done,  it  is  di�cult  to  run  reports  and  analyse  patterns  that   would  go  in  
improving  the  systems  for  which  audits  and  inspections  are  carried  e.g.  failure  in  certain 
circumstances  and  when  this  happens,  then  this  is  likely  to  happen  too? 
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Envision  Audit  and  Inspection  (IdoAudit) 
Designed  on  Big  Data  technologies  to  provide  advanced  data  analytics,  Envision’s  ‘IdoAudit’  provides  an   integrated  
system  to  conduct  audits  and  inspections  on  mobile  devices  such  as  phones,  tablets  while   feeding  the  information  to  a  
powerful  ‘big  data’  database  to  provide  usual  and  advanced  analytics. 

For further details, please contact:

Envision I.T. Pty Ltd   
Suite 4, Level 2, 255 Blackburn Road, 
MOUNT WAVERLEY VIC 3149
Tel: 03 9802 5516             Fax: 03 9012 7913
www.envisionit.com.au     Email: info@envisionit.com.au

For further details, please contact:

Envision I.T. Pty Ltd T/A Envdata   
Suite 4, Level 2, 255 Blackburn Road, 
MOUNT WAVERLEY VIC 3149
Tel: 03 9802 5516             Fax: 03 9012 7913
www.envisionit.com.au     Email: info@envisionit.com.au www.envdata.com.au



Explaining IdoAudit
IdoAudit is a custom system deployed for each client. IdoAudit implementation involves studying clients’ IT systems to �nd where 
they link into the Audit and Inspection process. This is a crucial process in automating the Audit and Inspection process.

Once the linkages are known, we �nd out and devise ways to connect IdoAudit with your Enterprise systems. IdoAudit receives 
and delivers required information from client systems while maintaining a plethora of information within its data warehouse to 
generate next generation analytics.

Tablets such as iPad, Surface and commercial grade tough ones form the front end. These tablets carry all the forms to be �lled in. 
The forms may have few �elds to thousands of �elds to be �lled in di�erent fashions.

Once the Audit / Inspections are saved, they are transmitted to MongoDB and onwards to clients systems. 

MongoDB generates smart analytics and everyday needed reporting.

Advantage of IdoAudit System
      1.    Ready to use system, fully customised to client needs
      2.    Integrates with client systems such as CRM, ERP, Databases
      3.    Front End access on a variety of devices such as tablets (iPhone, Surface, toughs), Phones, notebooks.
      4.    Online and O�ine �exibility. Sync with base systems when connected to internet
      5.    Apply business rules as speci�c to any audit
      6.    Ability to Add or remove �elds
      7.    Audit Trail
      8.    Smart Next Generation Analytics
      9.    Can be o�ered as ‘build to order’ or ‘software as a service’ model
      10. Quick to implement.

For further details, please contact:

Envision I.T. Pty Ltd   
Suite 4, Level 2, 255 Blackburn Road, 
MOUNT WAVERLEY VIC 3149
Tel: 03 9802 5516             Fax: 03 9012 7913
www.envisionit.com.au     Email: info@envisionit.com.au www.envdata.com.au


